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Presentation Notes
In June 2015, the UNT Libraries launched a for-fee service, now known as Aquiline Books, for publishing works of scholarship from authors affiliated with the university.  While authors can choose from a menu of editing and design options, all publications are made free to read online through the institutional repository.First I’ll first summarize the decisions that I made when designing the publishing service and then explain the menu of editing and design options.  Finally, I’ll talk about which menu items have proven to be popular and which haven’t.
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UNT already has a university press, so I didn’t want to duplicate or compete with that operation.  Instead, Aquiline Books was meant to complement it.Conventional publishers, including university presses, invest in a product up front and attempt to recover their costs through sales and subscriptions. But Aquiline Books was designed to be lean enough that the cost to publish can be covered entirely up front, freeing the Libraries from the constraints of business models that attempt to recover that investment through sales of print or digital copies.
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University presses specialize in certain disciplines.  They know how to market to the audience in that area, and in the case of monographs, they know the field well enough to manage a peer-review process and to have a sense of which manuscripts they receive are worth sending out for review and which will sell enough copies to cover their costs. Aquiline Books, on the other hand, publishes works in any discipline.
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But Aquiline Books authors have to be affiliated with UNT.
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Instead of conducting peer review, we use the author's affiliation as their credential for publishing.
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To synthesize these last three points, I wanted to offer a service to the whole campus rather than choosing to publish only in certain disciplines—much like how academic libraries serve the whole campus. At the same time, I felt that I couldn’t possibly find appropriate peer reviewers for any manuscript that might come my way.  So instead of conducting peer review, I require authors to be affiliated with the university.  This distinguishes Aquiline Books from a vanity press, which is also associated with the “author pays” model but which allows any paying customer to be an author.
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To connect this back to the first distinction: in order to serve all disciplines, I’m not in a position to predict which products to invest in, as a conventional publisher would. Instead, if the author pays costs up front, I won’t have to make those decisions.But there’s more to how Aquiline Books differs from conventional scholarly publishing …
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Conventional scholarly publishers are concerned with their reputation among potential authors and customers, so they spend resources on each manuscript they accept to make sure it gets the full standard treatment for editing, design, dissemination, and marketing. In Aquiline Books, the author chooses the level of editing and design they want. So if getting the work out to the public is more important to the author than it being perfectly polished, we can help with that.Besides being affiliated with UNT, there are two requirements for publishing with Aquiline Books: you’ve produced a work of scholarship—which I define quite loosely—and you are willing to make the final version free to read online. I deliberately don’t use the term “open access” here because some scholars think of this as meaning that anybody can get published, without proper peer review, so I don’t want to risk distracting them with this term.  I encourage authors to use Creative Commons licenses but do not require it.When setting up this service, I considered how to deliver these publications online—specifically, whether to make them available through UNT’s institutional repository or another platform with richer functionality.  I went with the IR in the end simply because I couldn’t think of any essential feature needed for publishing Aquiline Books that was missing from our IR.  That is, while our IR just serves up page images and full PDFs but does not offer hypertext or multimedia, it wasn’t clear to me that any potential authors would require such features.  And while I’ve kept the door open to potential projects requiring webby features that might not work in our IR, in more than two years, no one has expressed interest in such projects.
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The cost to publish varies by project according to a menu of fees, which can be paid using research funds, grants, or other sources of funding.



But don’t scholars care about peer 
review and prestige?

I have no illusions that tenure-track faculty at 
UNT will be interested in publishing with me 
since, after all, I offer no peer-review 
mechanism and no prestige, both of which 
factor into promotion and tenure decisions.
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Before I talk about the fee structure, you’re probably wondering how I was going to manage to get anyone at UNT to publish with me if there’s no peer review. I have expected to publish things like:festschrifts for retiring faculty membersselected papers from conferences that happened on campusa faculty member’s pet project that was never picked up by a conventional publishera faculty member’s out-of-print title (for which the rights have reverted to the author), which they want to put back into printother projects with institutional supportThese are all the sorts of things that university presses get asked to publish but which they can’t afford to! As I mentioned, UNT has a university press, and our press is very glad that the Libraries provide a sort of alternative institutional brand for potential publications that they can refer potential authors to.



Aquiline Books fee structure
content

form

Online Publishing (required)
assignment of DOI
light proofreading

creation of title page and copyright page
simple conversion to PDF

archiving in UNT Digital Library
adding to UNT Library Catalog and OCLC WorldCat

Mechanical Editing

Fact & Citation Checking

Substantive Editing

Developmental Editing

Permissions 
Management PDF Design & E-book Creation

Indexing
Print Setup

Custom Cover Design
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Here’s a diagram designed to make the menu of fees easier to understand.  There's a minimal fee (the blue box) to make the work free to read online, and there are various add-on fees for additional services. Most of the services are carried about by freelancers and vendors that have joined my roster.How much do each of these services cost?  It varies, but I provide a spreadsheet that you can download to fill out to derive an estimate. We can’t know the exact cost in advance anyway because I ask freelancers and vendors to bid on any given project, and their exact price varies because every book is different.I charge authors what the freelancers charge me, without any overhead meant to cover my salary or other indirect costs, which would be difficult to calculate given that I have other job duties besides running this service. So even though I don’t end up charging authors the full, true cost of publishing, I hope to make them more aware of some of the actual costs involved in publishing, and of how the costs vary depending on the amount of effort involved in creating the product.



What have authors chosen from the 
menu?
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So, what have authors chosen from the menu?  I’ve listed seven of our books that are far enough along to discuss.  (I’ve omitted the first publication, which the UNT Press handed over to me late in the production process, and five out-of-print titles by UNT authors reissued thanks to grant funding.)As you can see, nobody was interested in in-depth editing (developmental or substantive) nor in fact & citation verification or in getting help sorting through permissions.Half of the authors wanted only mechanical editing (covering only spelling, style and usage), while the others felt that their content was polished enough not to require any editing.  (I know better, which is why I force the others to pay for at least light proofreading.  Proofreaders always find things.)Everyone wanted to pay for a designer to lay out the work in a PDF suitable for printing.  None asked about ebook files, but I have those created anyway because the add-on cost is so small.Only one author wanted an index.  The others either felt it was unnecessary or were satisfied with fulltext searching available in the online edition.Half wanted me to arrange for a one-time print run, which is reflected in the column labeled “Print Setup”.  The others arranged their own printing through Amazon CreateSpace.  (I offer other options to people, but everyone’s been fine using the Walmart of the publishing industry.)Four have paid for a custom cover design.  Of the remaining three, one had a cloth-only cover (so cover design is simply not applicable), one had her sister design the cover, and one designed his own cover.
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		Type of work		Developmental Editing		Substantive Editing		Fact & Citation Verification		Mechanical Editing		Permissions Management		PDF Design & E-book Creation		Indexing		Print Setup		Custom Cover Design

		A scholarly edition of personal correspondence								y				y		y		y		y

		A collection of accounts of and essays on near-death experiences												y						y

		A collection of student-authored literary criticism												y				y

		A collection of essays on counseling								y				y

		A brief student-authored textbook on special education								y				y						y

		A student-authored exhibit catalog												y				y		y

		A collection of art and poetry exploring the intersection of linguistics and poetry												y				?







Questions?

@KevinSHawkins
kevin.s.hawkins@ultraslavonic.info
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